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OnePointe Solutions LLC (www.OnePointeSolutions.com) announces the launch of a 
new website, which focuses on 5 core elements of their workbench product: (1) 
modular workbench design, (2) laboratory solutions, (3) custom workbenches, (4) 
mobile material handling and instrumentation carts and (5) stainless steel workbench 
solutions. 

Austin, Texas – May 20th, 2009 -- OnePointe Solutions LLC announces the launch of 
their new website. Their new site focuses on five core components, modular 
workbench design, laboratory workbench solutions, custom workbenches, mobile 
material handling and instrumentation carts, and stainless steel workbench solutions. 
The new website showcases their products, but also provides "how to" contact 
information and a customer support platform that is state of the art and easy to use. 
The new website displays 
the company's high 
standard of workmanship 
along with a flexible 
variety of components and 
made-to-order 
specifications. With these 
new workbench 
applications, OnePointe 
Solutions bolsters its 
position as a top provider 
of high-performance 
workstations that can 
enhance productivity 
across all industries. 

"Our innovative workspace solutions enable our clients to have the ability to 
maximize space and adjust to workflow, which can translate to sizable savings on 
real estate costs and an increase in employee productivity," comments Aaron Boto, 
CEO of OnePointe Solutions, LLC. The company offers a wide array of materials in 



their workbench products, including plastic laminate, stainless steel, chemical 
resistant and ESD laminate, maple block, laboratory grade phenolic and epoxy resin. 

In terms of laboratory solutions, OnePointe Solutions has also assembled work 
tables, wall units, laboratory islands, and even modular carts that are suitable for all 
laboratories. Mike Triche, Chief Operating Officer for OnePointe Solutions, LLC said, 
"Customers can now view and search for task specific products right on the website 
such as microscope tables and heavy duty laboratory workbenches that can 
withstand the daily demands of their laboratory or technical facility." 

In addition to custom-made workbenches, OnePointe Solutions also provides custom 
designed technical or laboratory furniture. OnePointe offers a wide range of 
technology hardware and bench related accessories that can easily integrate into the 
workstation for optimal performance. Items such as LCD monitors, monitor arms, 
monitor rails, servers, CPU's, printers, webcams, TV's, bin rails, magnifying lamps, 
special steel drawers, mobile storage solutions and overhead lighting just to name a 
few. 

OnePointe Solutions also provides a variety of stainless steel solutions that are NSF-
certified and clean room-ready. Their products are constructed to help their 
customers meet specific material-handling requirements in the food service and 
healthcare industries. (food zone certifications like NSF 51, for example). Using 
stainless steel clean room product that is specifically designed for electronics and 
healthcare manufacturing companies, OnePointe Solutions provides clean room-
ready tables built using solid or perforated tops that can either have a brushed or 
electropolished finish. Workbenches in this category are made with 14 gauge 
stainless steel and are alcohol wiped and bagged for shipment. 

About OnePointe Solutions, LLC 
OnePointe Solutions, LLC (http://www.OnePointeSolutions.com) is a one-stop shop 
for technical furniture and custom workbenches. In addition to being a custom 
manufacturer, the company represents nearly 1,000 technology manufacturers and 
more than 600,000 products that can be integrated into workbenches and used in 
laboratories, light or heavy manufacturing, clean rooms, and food and healthcare 
industries and office environments. 
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